From the Editor...
Seeking happiness in life’s thrills and events is only natural

for us as human beings. What we tend to overlook is the fact
that these excitements are mere transitory or short-lived.
The real source of eternal happiness can only be sought in
maintaining inner peace, and this can only be done through
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spiritual reformation in oneself.

Munazza Khan
The blessed month of Ramadhan, by the Grace of Allah, has
just passed us by. The hunger and thirst we experience during
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this month is controlled and made bearable by our passion

Hibba-Tul Mussawir

for self reformation that awakens in every Muslim throughout
the month. This drive towards self reformation should not
diminish with the celebrations of Eid, but instead the Jihad of
our souls should continue all year round. One of the methods
of reaching this goal was emphasised by our beloved Huzur,
Hazrat Khalifatul Masih Vaba in his Friday Sermon of 11th July
2014: “The Holy Qur’an is the fountainhead of true blessings
and is a true source of salvation.” We should continue to
reflect on its teachings on a daily basis, as it is “the Word of
God and is a healing formula for salvation.”
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As nations are disuniting today, we must pray for peace to

Dure Jamal Mala

transcend this earth. May Allah enable the world to realise that
the true Jihad is with oneself and not with one another.
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DIVINE COMMANDMENTS
ّ ٰٰ ﺴ ِﻢ
ﷲِ ﺍاﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﺣﻤٰ ِﻦ ﺍاﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﺣ ْﻴﯿﻢ
ْ ِﺑ
ّ ﺴ ِﻢ
ﷲِ ﺍاﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﺣﻤٰ ِﻦ ﺍاﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﺣ ْﻴﯿﻢ
ْ ِﺑ
ّ ٰ ﺴ ِﻢ
ﷲِ ﺍاﻟ ﱠﺮ ْﺣﻤٰ ِﻦ ﺍاﻟ ﱠﺮ ِﺣ ْﻴﯿﻢ
ْ ِﺑ

PRAYERS

TO LIVE NEAR MOSQUES FOR OFFERING PRAYERS

TO LIVE NEAR MOSQUES FOR OFFERING PRAYERS
TO LIVE NEAR MOSQUES FOR OFFERING PRAYERS

ﻉع ِﻋ ْﻨ َﺪ ﺑَ ْﻴﯿﺘِ َﻚ ﺍا ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺤ ﱠﺮ ِﻡم ۙ َﺭرﺑﱠﻨَﺎ
ﻱي َﺯز ْﺭر
ْ ﺳ َﻜ ْﻨﺖُ ِﻣﻦْ ُُﺫذ ﱢﺭرﻳﯾﱠﺘِ ْﻲ ﺑِ َﻮﺍا ٍﺩد ََﻏ ْﻴﯿ ِﺮ ِﺫذ
ْ ََﺭرﺑﱠﻨَﺎٓ ﺍاِﻧﱢ ْٓﻰ ﺍا
ٍ
َ ِﻡم ۙ َﺭرﺑﱠﻨNEAR
َﺭرﺑﻨَﺎٓ ﺍاﻧﱢ ٓﻰ ﺍا
 ﺍا ْﻟ ُﻤ َﺤ ﱠﺮMOSQUES
ﻉع ِﻋ ْﻨ َﺪ ﺑَ ْﻴﯿﺘِ َﻚ
 ْﻲ ﺑِ َﻮﺍا ٍﺩد ﻏ ْﻴﯿ ِﺮ ِﺫذPRAYERS
ﺳ
ْ ﻱي َﺯز
ْ OFFERING
ِﺼ ٰﻠَﻜ ْﻨﻮﺓةَﺖُ ِﻣﻦْ ﺫذ ﱢﺭرﻳﯾﱠﺘ
ٍ ﺭرFOR
TO ﺎLIVE
ﻟِ َﻴﯿُ ﱠﻘِ ْﻴﯿ ُﻤ ِﻮﺍا ْ ﺍاﻟ ْ ٰﱠ
َﺼﻠﻮﺓة
ﻟِﻴﯿُﻘِ ْﻴﯿ ُﻤﻮﺍا ﺍاﻟ ﱠ
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Lord - that they may observe prayer. (Surah Ibrahim: V.38)
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ra
(English translation of the Qur’anic verses is taken from the translation of The Holy Qur’an by Maulvi Sher Ali Sahib
)
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HADITH

A Saying of the Holy Prophet
(May Peace and Blessings of Allah Ta’ala be Upon Him)

Actions are Rewarded
According to the Motives Behind them

TRANSLATION:
Hazrat Umar ibn Khattabra has related that he heard the Holy Prophetsaw say:

“Verily deeds are (judged) by the intentions and for every one is a reward, according to his

intention.” (Sahih Bukhari vol 1, Kitab Bad ul Wahi, Hadith no. 1, pp.2, English translation is
taken from ‘ The forty Gems of Beauty’ No.5,pp.28)

EXPLANATORY NOTES:
Deeds are Judged by intentions: Some scholars have said that this Hadith is one third of

Islam while some say that it is one third of the knowledge. Hazrat Imam Bukharira has said

that this is the most profound Hadith in it’s wisdom and it’s meanings. [Fatah-ul-Bari, part

1, p.14} The truth is that the whole essence of the Faith can be found in this single phrase.
(Explanatary Notes, Sahih Bukhari vol 1, Kitab Bad ul Wahi, Hadith no. 1, pp.2)
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FURTHER NOTES:
This subtle Ḥadīth throws a basic light on the philosophy underlying human deeds. It is
evident that seemingly good deeds are of many types. Some acts are done by sheer force

of habit, some in imitation of other people, and yet some for show and advertisement. But
our Master, the Holy Prophet (peace of Allāh be on him and His blessings), says that all

these deeds are barren of result, and carry no weight in the balance of the God of Islām,
and that correct deeds are the ones done with a true intention and a sincere mind. Such

a deed is the one that is deserving of a true reward from God. The truth of the matter is
that, so long as the heart of a man and his tongue and his limbs, i.e., hands, feet and other

members, are not working in harmony in the performance of a deed, such a deed has no
value. A true motive in the mind, testimony by word of mouth of this purity of motive, and

hands and feet bearing practical witness to this honesty of purpose, make an act deserving
of acceptance. If a person lacks in truthfulness of motive, he is a hypocrite. If his tongue

bears no testimony to his inner feeling, he is a coward. And if his hands and feet do not act
in harmony with his declared purpose, he is a poor performer.

A truthful act therefore is one that is impelled by a true motive. With honesty of purpose,
a man can make his seemingly worldly acts superior virtues of a religious character. The
Holy Prophet (peace of Allāh he on him and His blessings) says, in this connection, that if

a husband puts a morsel in the mouth of his wife, because it is the will of His Maker that

he provide his wife with subsistence and see to her comfort, his this act would therefore

be certainly treated, in the presence of God, as an act of piety. But it is a matter of regret

that lākhs of men in this world offer prayers, because they got into the habit, from early
childhood. And again, there are lākhs who observe fast because the people around them
do so. And there are lākhs of men who perform the pilgrimage, so that they may be known

as Ḥajjis among the people and that they may be considered pious and so that their trades
may prosper. This Ḥadīth of our Lord (may my life be dedicated to his service) voids all
such actions. A false act, however virtuous it may appear to be, cannot be deserving of any

reward from Allāh. Undoubtedly a truthful deed is the one that has, behind it, a true and
pure motive, for, the reward of deeds is measured out in terms of motives.
[Forty Gems of Beauty by Hazrat Mirza Bashir Ahmadra, pp.39,40]
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WRITINGS OF THE PROMISED MESSIAHAS

Exalted Status of the
saw
Holy Prophet
EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM THE WRITINGS OF THE PROMISED MESSIAHAS,
HAZRAT MIRZA GHULAM AHMAD OF QADIAN

‘‘That light of high degree that was bestowed

him above all the Prophets and all the first ones

stars, was not in the moon, was not in the sun,

lifetime all that he desired’’.

was not in the oceans and the rivers, was not in

[Haqiqat-ul-Wahi, Ruhani Khaza’in, vol. 22, pp. 118-119,

rubies, emeralds, sapphires, or pearls; in short, it

The Essence of Islam, Vol I, p.197-198]

on perfect man was not in angels, was not in

and the last ones and bestowed upon him in his

was not in any earthly or heavenly object. It was
only in perfect man whose highest and loftiest
and most perfect example was our lord and
master, the Chief of the Prophets, the Chief of all
living ones, Muhammad, the chosen one [peace
and blessings of Allah be on him]’’.

‘‘

O all ye who dwell upon the earth, and O all

human souls that are in the east or in the west,
I announce to you emphatically that the true
reality in the earth is Islam alone, and the True

God is the God Who is described in the Qur’an,

[A’ina-e-Kamalat-e-Islam, Ruhani Khaza’in, vol. 5, p. 160-

and the Prophet who has everlasting spiritual

161, The Essence of Islam, Vol I, p.197]

life and who is seated on the throne of glory and

‘‘

I always wonder how high was the status of this

Arabian Prophet, whose name was Muhammad,

(thousands of blessings and peace be upon him).
One cannot reach the limit of his high status and
it is not given to man to estimate correctly his
spiritual effectiveness. It is a pity that his rank has
not been recognized, as it should have been. He

holiness, is Muhammad, the chosen one [peace
and blessings of Allah be on him]. The proof of his
spiritual life and holy majesty is that by following
him and loving him we become recipients of the
Holy Spirit and are favoured with the bounty of
converse with God and witness heavenly signs’’.
[Tiryaq-ul-Qulub, Ruhani Khaza’in, vol. 15, pp. 141, The
Essence of Islam, Vol I, p.198-199]

was the champion who restored to the world the
Unity of God which had disappeared from the
world; he loved God in the extreme and his soul
melted out of sympathy for mankind. Therefore,
God, Who knew the secret of his heart, exalted
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‘‘

The man who in his being and his attributes

and his actions and through his spiritual and
holy faculties set an example of perfection,

in knowledge and action and in sincerity and

steadfastness, and was called the perfect man

future, but we have found the best of all of them

was Muhammad [peace and blessings of Allah be

and the highest man of God, whose name is

on him] The man who was most perfect as man

Muhammad [peace and blessings of Allah be

and as Prophet, and came with full blessings, and

on him]. No reality can be gathered from mere

who through a spiritual revival and resurrection

stories, for it is quite possible that they may not

manifested the first Judgement in the world and

be true and it is also possible that the miracles

revived the dead world, that blessed Prophet, the

that are attributed to these Prophets might be

Seal of the Prophets, the leader of the righteous

exaggerations, for no sign of them is visible

ones, the pride of the Prophets, was Muhammad,

today. We cannot even ascertain for certain from

the chosen one [peace and blessings of Allah be

the Books revealed in the past that God truly

on him]. Our Lord, send down on that beloved

exists, or that He speaks to man.

Prophet that mercy and blessing that Thou hast
not sent down on anyone since the beginning of

But through the advent of the Holy Prophet

the world. Had that grand Prophet not appeared

[peace and blessings of Allah be on him] all these

in the world then we would have no proof of

stories became real. We now realize not merely

the truth of lesser Prophets like Jonah, Job,

as a statement, but as a matter of experience,

Jesus son of Mary, Malachi, John, Zechariah, etc.

what converse with the Divine means and how

Though they were favourites and honoured and

God’s signs are manifested and how prayers

were beloved ones of Almighty God, they are

are answered. All this we have discovered by

under obligation to this Prophet that they were

following the Holy Prophet [peace and blessings

accepted in the world as true Prophets.

of Allah be on him] and what other people relate

O Allah, send down Thy blessings on him and on

as stories we have witnessed it all.

his people and on his companions, all of them.
Our last word is that all praise belongs to Allah,

How shall we express our gratitude to God who

Lord of the worlds’’.

bestowed upon us the good fortune to follow

[Itmam-ul-Hujjah, Ruhani Khaza’in, vol. 8, pp. 308, The

the Prophet who is a sun for the souls of the

Essence of Islam, Vol I, p.199]

righteous as there is a sun for the bodies. He

‘‘

Now under heaven there is only one Prophet

sa

and only one Book. The Prophet is Muhammad,

the chosen one [peace and blessings of Allah be
on him] who is higher and more exalted than all
Prophets and is the most perfect of Messengers
and is the Khatam-ul-Anbiya’, and the best of men
by following whom we find God Almighty and all
the veils of darkness are lifted and the signs of
true salvation are witnessed in this very life’’.
[Brahin-e-Ahmadiyya, Ruhani Khaza’in, vol. 1, pp. 557,
sub-footnote 3, The Essence of Islam, Vol I, p.200]

‘‘

There have been millions of pure-natured

people in the world and there will be more in

appeared in a time of darkness and illumined
the world with his light. He was neither tired nor
fatigued till he purified all parts of Arabia from
associating partners with God. He is the proof of
his own truth for his light is present in every age
and true obedience to him purifies a person as
the clear and transparent water of a river cleanses
dirty linen. Who has come to us with a sincere
heart and has not witnessed that light, and who
has knocked honestly on that door for whom it
has not been opened? But the pity is that most
people prefer the lower life and do not desire
that higher light should enter into them’’.
[Chashma-e-Ma’rifat, Ruhani Khaza’in, vol. 23, pp. 301303, The Essence of Islam, Vol I, p.200-202]
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All Volumes of Essence of Islam and Ruhani Khazain are available to read on www.alislam.org

The Life and Character of the
saw
Seal of Prophets
Extracts taken from the book ‘The Life & Character of the Seal of Prophets (saw)’ “Sirat Khatamun-Nabiyyin.”

By Hadhrat Mirza Bashir Ahmad(ra) M.A
Translated by Ayyaz Mahmood Khan

Opposition of the
Quraish and its Causes
As mentioned above, prior to
the era of entering the Dar-eArqam, public preaching had
begun and the name of Islam
begun to take on popularity
in the streets of Makkah. Until
now the Quraish were quiet
to some extent, but now,
even they began to worry that
perhaps this ‘disease’ would
further spread, and the plant
of Islam might take on firm root
in Makkan soil. For this reason,
they turned their attention to
Islam and attempted to halt
its
propogation
forcefully.
What were the causes of this
opposition? We need not write
too much in this regard, for all
divine religions established in
the world face opposition, the
reason being that such religions
unquestionably
possess
attributes as are unknown
to the people of that time.
Actually, these attributes are
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taken by the existing society
as a definite bereavement to
their current habits, beliefs and
ideologies. In actuality, the rise
of prophets occurs in such eras
when the people of the world
have strayed from the path
upon which Allah the Exalted
wishes that they tread, and
they consider their current false
path to be the correct one. As
such, whenever a new prophet
comes, and invites people to the
right path, the world rejects his
invitation, thinking it fictitious,
and prepares to oppose it.
Hence, Allah the Exalted states
in the Holy Qur’an:

“Alas for mankind! There
comes not a messenger to
them but they mock at him.”1
Then, the strange thing is
that it is usually those who are

considered of high status that
tend to be the most fervent
in opposition. Thus, Allah the
Exalted says:

“The custom of Allah is that in
every town it is the great ones
who break ties with Allah, in
opposition of the Messenger,
and become the instigators of
disorder and corruption.”2
Thus, when Abrahamas was
sent, the distinguished people
of his nation took hold of him
and cast him into a fire. When
Mosesas came, he was also
made to confront violence
and contention from the most
powerful of his people. When
the Messiah’sas turn came,
the scholars of his nation and
Pharisees put him to the cross.
When Krishanas was sent to
India, his nation stood up to
annihilate him. Would then
the chief of the prophets be

exempt of this custom? Rather,
his opposition was to be
proportionally equivalent to
the magnitude of his mission.
Since the Holy Prophetsa was
raised in an era when darkness
was especially prevelant and
it was inevitable that upon the
advent of light, the armies of
darkness would contend their
utmost; so it happened as
such – in comparison to all the
prophets of the past, the Holy
Prophetsa was faced with the
most opposition. The primary
causes as they appear for this
opposition are as follows:

insulting, for they were declared
the fuel of hell. For example, it
is mentioned:

“O Ye People! Surely you and
your idols which you worship
are the fuel of Hell.”4
These statements had blazed
a fire among the Quraish,
and they stood up united to
obliterate Islam.

1. The people of the Quraish
were idolaters of the highest
degree. The honour and love of
idols had become so impressed
in their hearts that to hear
even a word against them was
unbearable. These wrongdoers
had placed hundreds of idols
in the Ka‘bah, which was built
for the worship of Allah the
Exalted alone. They would turn
to these idols for all their needs.
When Islam came, its principle
foundation was the unity of
God, its clear commandment
was not to bow one’s head
before any human, tree, rock or
star, etc., Rather:

2. With the exception of
idolatry, the customs and
morals of the Arabs have been
mentioned in the beginning of
this book. The arena of adultery,
alcohol, gambling, pillaging,
murder, and unlawful gains
was ever ablaze. Islam, on the
other hand, condemned such
things. As such, by accepting
Islam, they were compelled to
adopt a new way of life, and the
Quraish were not prepared for
this in the least. Similar was the
case with ritualism, which had,
as if, become part of the Arab
religion. Islam, on the other
hand, prohibited and crushed
all vile, immoral, and irreligious
rituals.

“Prostrate thyselves before
that Being alone [Allah], who
hath created them.”3

3. To honour the traditions
of their ancestors and follow
them, whether right or wrong,
was a part of the Arab religion.
For this reason, they insisted:

Furthermore, the words used
to describe the idols of the
Quraish in the Holy Qur’an
appeared to the Quraish as very

“Nay, we will follow that
wherein we found our fathers.”5

However, Islam declared Godgiven intellect an arbitrator
between truth and falsehood,
and with regards to their
idolatrous ancestors, it clearly
said:

“Shall they then follow
their fathers, even if they
had no sense at all and no
guidance?”6
4. The Quraish were a very
arrogant people. These people
thought of no one like unto
themselves. As far as slaves
were concerned, they especially
desired to debase them and
keep them down-trodden.
Quite the contrary, with respect
to rights, Islam dispelled all
such distinctions, developed
a universal brotherhood, and
brought both master and slave
in the same row before God
the Almighty. For the chieftains
of the Quraish, this was no less
than a cup of death.
5. Many people of influence
and wealth existed among the
Quraish. Despite the fact that
the Holy Prophetsa, belonged to
a noble dynasty, he possessed
neither. In other words, due to
his reclusive disposition, he was
not among the chieftains of the
Quraish, nor was he distinct in
terms of his money and wealth.
In this case, to act in obedience
to the Holy Prophetsa, for the
leaders of the Quraish, was a
sacrifice of such magnitude as
they were not at all ready to
make. It is for this reason that
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they would say:

“Why has not this Qur’an been
sent down to some great man
of Makkah or Ta’if?”7
6. In addition to these causes,
another reason was that
between the various tribes
of the Quraish, there existed
extreme hostility and enmity. As
such the remaining tribes were
in no way prepared to accept
the superiority of the tribe of
the Holy Prophetsa over their
own. The tribes of the Banu
Umaiyyah and Banu Makhzum
particularly harboured great
enmity against the Banu
Hashim. For this reason, these
two tribes were most fervent in
their opposition to Islam.
(The Life & Character of the
Seal of Prophets(saw), pp.185-188)

Chieftains among
the Infidels
Among the Quraish, those who
fiercely opposed Islam, and
were considered the leaders
of others in this movement,
were not entirely of the same
disposition. Some possessed
personal decency, and in their
own way desired to deal in
goodness. Others, however, on
account of their haughtiness,
could not accept obedience
to the Holy Prophetsa and
were also exasperated due
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to the notion that the religion
of their forefathers was being
destroyed by various so-called
‘vain idealists’. Among them,
the following seem to stand
out: Firstly, Mut‘im bin ‘Adiyy
who was from the Banu Nawfal
and was among the chieftains
of the Quraish. Mut‘im was a
staunch idolater but observed
as much decency as possible
in his affairs. As such, we shall
see ahead that, in ending the
boycott of the Quraish with the
Holy Prophetsa, and in entering
him to Makkah under his
protection, when he returned
from Ta’if, Mut‘im dealt with
special goodness and courage.
Second was Abul-Bakhtari from
the Banu Asad. Abul-Bakhtari
would also, to the best of his
ability, hold fast to decency. In
this same context, there was
a man named Zubair bin Abu
Umaiyyah who was the brother
of Ummi Salamah and despite
his disaccord, he would always
deal in goodness.
The second category of people
was of those whose opposition
entailed an aspect of mischief.
Among these, the following are
most prominent: Firstly, ‘Utbah
bin Rabi‘ah who was from the
Banu ‘Abdi Shams and was
very affluent and influential. In
the Battle of Badr when ‘Utbah
came before the Islamic Army
astride his red camel, upon
seeing him, the Holy Prophetsa
said, “If there is some goodness
in this group, indeed, it is in the
rider of this camel.” ‘Utbah’s
brother Shaibah was also under
his influence. Both of them were

killed in the Battle of Badr at
the hands of Hazrat Hamzahra
and Hazrat ‘Alira. Secondly, was
Walid bin Mughirah, the father
of Khalid bin Walid, a great
chieftain of the Quraish, to the
extent that he was considered
a father-figure by the Quraish.
Coincidentally, three months
after the Holy Prophet’ssa
migration, he was spiked by
an arrow and died. Thirdly, was
‘As bin Wa’il Sahmi, who was
the father of ‘Amr bin Al-‘As.
He was also very wealthy and
influential. He died a very painful
death, due to the swelling of his
foot, two months after the Holy
Prophet’ssa migration.
The state of the third category
of people was completely
different. These people were
ones to oppose the Holy
Prophetsa blindly and would
employ all just and unjust means
in their effort to obliterate
Islam and the founder of Islam
from the face of the earth
and crushing the Muslims
under their feet. Among the
Quraish, it was these people
who were in greatest force
and number. Among them,
the most notorious are: Firstly,
‘Amr bin Hisham from the Banu
Makhzum. This man is one who
should be better referred to as
the ‘Chief of the Enemies’. He
possessed distinctive power
among the Quraish and they
referred to him as Abul-Hakam,
or ‘The Father of Wisdom’, but
the Muslims named him Abu
Jahl8. He was cast to Hell by two
youngsters of the Ansar in the
Battle of Badr. Secondly, was

Abu Lahab bin ‘Abdul-Muttalib
who was from the Banu Hashim
and was the biological paternal
uncle of the Holy Prophetsa.
He was as antagonistic and
injurious as Abu Jahl and he is
also unique, in that among the
enemies of Islam, only his name
has been mentioned in the Holy
Qur’an so unambiguously. Abu
Lahab perished some time after
the Battle of Badr in Makkah.
Thirdly, was ‘Uqbah bin Abu
Mu‘it from the Banu Umaiyyah,
who was a wicked and malicious
individual. He took part in the
Battle of Badr and was killed.
Then there was Umaiyyah bin
Khalaf who was from the Banu
Jamh. He was the like of Abu
Jahl in mischief and enmity. He
was killed in the Battle of Badr.
Umaiyyah’s brother, Ubaiyy bin
Khalaf was also a man of the
same type. He was wounded by
the Holy Prophetsa and met his
fate during the Battle of Uhud.
Then there was An-Nadr bin
Al-Harith from the Banu ‘AbdidDar who inflicted grievous pains
upon the Holy Prophetsa. He
was made captive during the
Battle of Badr and was killed
in retribution of his crimes.
Then, there was Aswad bin
‘Abdi Yaguth, Harith bin Qais,
Aswad bin Muttalib, Abu Qais
bin Fakhad, Munabbah bin AlHajjaj, Nubaiyyah bin Al-Hajjaj,
Malik bin Talatilah, Hakam bin
Abil-‘As, Rukanah bin Yazid,
etc., who, more or less, were a
part of this villainy and enmity.9

In addition to these, there were
many others who were also
fierce in their enmity, but since
they later became Muslim, to
mention them in the above
list is perhaps incorrect, albeit,
as appropriate, they shall be
mentioned ahead.
(The Life & Character of the
Seal of Prophets(saw), pp.188-190)

Enmity of the Quraish
against Islam and its
Founder
When the opposition of the
Quraish began against Islam, it
increased day by day and took
on a perilous state. Sir William
Muir writes that the Quraish
had decided:
“The new doctrine must be
crushed, and its followers
forced to abandon it. By
degrees the persecution
grew hot.”10

Endnotes
1 Yasin (36:31)
2 Al-An‘am (6:124)
3 Ha Mim As-Sajdah (41:38)
4 Al-Anbiya’ (21:99)
5 Al-Baqarah (2:171)
6 Al-Baqarah (2:171)
7 Az-Zukhruf (43:32)
8 The Father of Ignorance
(Publishers)
9 * Al-Kamilu fit-Tarikh, By Imam
‘Izz-ud-Din ibnil-Athar, Volume
1, pp. 667-673, Babu DhikrilMustahzi’ina wa man kana
Ashaddul-Adha lin-Nabisa, DarulKutubil-‘Arabi, Beirut, First Edition
(1998)
* Sharhul-‘Allamatiz-Zarqani‘alalMawahibil-Ladunniyyah, By
Muhammad bin ‘Abdul-Baqi AzZarqani, Volume 1, pp. 462-473,
Babu Dhikri Awwalu man Amana
billahi wa Rasulihi, Volume 1, pp.
462-473, Darul-Kutubil-‘Ilmiyyah,
Beirut, Lebanon, First Edition (1996)
10 Life of ‘Mahomet’, By Sir William
Muir, pp 62, Reprint of the 1894 Ed.,
Published by Voice of India New

In actuality, the affliction pitched
against Islam by its opponents
and the tactics employed to
annihilate it is
a long and grievous story, which
extends to the eighth year of
migration.

Delhi

(The Life & Character of the
Seal of Prophets(saw), pp.190-191)
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THE NOBLE WIVES

OF THE HOLY PROPHETSAW
1 Hazrat KHadijaH al-Kubrara
– tHe First oF tHe MusliMs
-PART THREE-

By Hafiz Muzaffar Ahmad, Rabwah, Pakistan
The lives of the Prophet Muhammadsaw, his wives and the women of early Islam are often
portrayed by numerous Western historians and scholars in negative light. This is largely based
on inaccurate historical material or without consulting original sources. This misinformation
has been disseminated in the media, magazines and news reports forming an adverse image of the
women of early Islam to the world. Here, we are republishing an illuminating article on the life
of Hazrat Khadijahra from the November 2012 issue of The Review of Religions.
Translated by Murtaza Ahmad
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HAZRAT

time, Hazrat Zainabra was residing in Makkah. In

KHADIJAHRA

exchange for the freedom of her husband, she

Allah blessed Khadijahra with children from

offered the necklace her mother had given her

the Prophet Muhammadsaw – four sons, Hazrat

at the time of her marriage as payment. Upon

Qasimra, Hazrat Tahirra, Hazrat Tayyabra and

seeing and recognising the necklace, the Prophet

Hazrat Abdullahra, and four daughters, Hazrat

Muhammadsaw was stirred and overwhelmed with

Zainabra, Hazrat Ruqayyara, Hazrat Umm-e-

emotion. What an extraordinary moment it was to

Kalsoomra and Hazrat Fatima-tul-Zohrara. It was

behold when his eyes shed tears at the memory

Hazrat Khadijah’sra wish that her eldest daughter,

of her kindness! He consulted his Companions

Hazrat Zainabra, would marry her nephew, Abu-

over granting freedom to Abu-ul-Aas without

ul-Aas. During the battle of Badr, Abu-ul-Aas,

payment. As a result, the necklace was returned

son-in-law to the Prophetsaw, was captured along

to Hazrat Zainabra, and remained a keepsake

with other non-Muslims from Makkah. At the

memory of her noble mother Hazrat Khadijahra.
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However, Abu-ul-Aas was released on the terms

Khadijahra replied, “If that was to be believed, it

that upon his return to Makkah, he would arrange

would ease the grief that I bear for Qasim.” The

safe passage for his Muslim wife, Hazrat Zainabra,

Prophet Muhammadsaw said:

the daughter of the Prophet Muhammadsaw, to
Madinah.

“If you wish, I shall pray to Allah that He may let
you hear your son’s voice so that you may believe

Abu-ul-Aas, proved loyal and true to his word;

that he will indeed finish his lactating days in

upon his return to Makkah, according to his

Paradise. Thus you may feel reassured.”

promise, he made arrangements for Hazrat
Zainabra to be transported to Madinah, where

Hazrat Khadijahra answered with great alacrity

the Prophetsaw was residing. The Prophetsaw never

and presence of mind by replying, “O Prophet of

forgot the good deed done by his son-in-law. He

Allah! I believe what Allah and His messenger say

used to say, “Abu-ul-Aas is a righteous man in

and accept it to be the truth.”

that he fulfilled the promise that he made to me.”
It was this very righteousness that enabled Abu-

After accepting Islam, Hazrat Khadijahra faced

ul-Aas to accept Islam in the end.

trials and adversities with respect to the breakup
of her daughters’ marriages. Utba and Utiba,

All the male children borne by Hazrat Khadijahra

sons of an uncle of the Prophet Muhammadsaw,

passed away during her lifetime. Following

Abu Lahab, were married to Hazrat Ruqayyara

the pure example of Prophet Muhammadsaw,

and Hazrat Umm-e-Kalsoonra, respectively. After

she too bore with great patience the trial and

claiming prophethood, the opposition in Makkah

adversity of losing her children. Hazrat Qasimra

grew, during which time the Quraish instigated the

was not yet weaned when he passed away, yet

two sons to divorce the daughters of the Prophet

Hazrat Khadijahra showed a great example of

Muhammadsaw. As a result, both marriages were

patience. Only once did she say to the Prophet

dissolved. Hazrat Khadijahra bore the pain of

Muhammadsaw:

her daughters with great fortitude. No word of
impatience or displeasure crossed her lips. Hazrat

“O Prophet of Allah! The lactating days of Qasim

Khadijah’sra reaction to such trials bore testimony

were not yet over. If only Allah had permitted

to her patience and to the magnitude of her faith.

him a few more days, he would have finished his

The strength of her belief and conviction enabled

two years of lactation. Would it not have been

her to bear the increasing hardships alongside

wonderful and we would have spent some more

the Prophet Muhammadsaw with great fortitude.

time with our child.”
From the 7th of Nabawi, Hazrat Khadijahra spent
The Prophet Muhammadsaw replied, “He will

three years in conditions of great difficulty

complete his lactating days in Paradise.” Hazrat

with the Prophet Muhammadsaw, as they were
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besieged and boycotted in Shuaibe Abi Talib.

Prophet of Allah! Why do you shower such care

Although Hazrat Khadijahra came from a noble

and attention over this old lady?” The Prophetsaw

and wealthy family, she chose to bear grief and

replied:

pain for the cause of Allah and His Messengersaw.
She chose a righteous path and stayed with the

“This old lady used to come to our house in

Prophet Muhammadsaw until the day of her death.

Hazrat Khadijah’sra time, and loyalty is a part of
faith too. Through this old lady, I reminisce about

THE HOLY PROPHET’SSAW HIGH REGARD FOR

the time I spent with Hazrat Khadijahra.”

HAZRAT KHADIJAHRA
The Prophet Muhammadsaw spoke highly of Hazrat

His manner was an expression of loyalty to Hazrat

Khadijah’sra characteristics saying, “Khadijahra is

Khadijahra.

better and above all other women.” The Prophet
Muhammadsaw had great respect for the kindness

Hazrat ‘A’ishahra relates that Hazrat Khadijahra

of Hazrat Khadijahra. Hazrat ‘A’ishahra related that

died three years before her marriage. Every

whenever an animal would be slaughtered, the

time, before leaving the house, the Prophet

Prophetsaw would name all of Hazrat Khadijah’sra

Muhammadsaw would reminisce fondly about

friends and say:

Hazrat Khadijahra:

“Send a portion to that house, for she loved

“I became weary of hearing of her all the time.

Hazrat Khadijahra dearly. Send a portion to that

For this reason I never felt any indignation against

house, for she was a friend of Hazrat Khadijahra.”

any of the wives except for Hazrat Khadijahra. The
Prophetsaw would say that Allah has given me glad

Hazrat ‘A’ishahra said that she once asked the

tidings in a revelation of a resting place for her

reason for this, to which the Prophet Muhammadsaw

in Paradise. Once, Hazrat Khadijah’sra sister, Hala,

replied, “Those who were dear to Khadijahra

came to our house and she asked permission to

are dear to me too.” Hazrat ‘A’ishahra relates

come in. Due the similarity between her voice

that once an old lady came to the house of the

and Hazrat Khadijah’sra voice, the Prophetsaw

Prophetsaw. The Prophetsaw asked her, “Who are

recognised her beforehand and said, ‘Dear God!

you?” She said, “I am from the neighbourhood of

It is Hala who has come.’ At this exclamation, I

the Muzeena clan.”

felt a strong sense of indignation and said, ‘O

After that, every time she came to visit, the

Prophet of Allah! Why is it that of all the old

Prophetsaw would hold her high in esteem, and

women of Quraish, you keep mentioning only

express happiness upon her visit. He would ask:

one, she who died a long time ago. Allah has

“How are you? How is everything? How have you

blessed you with better wives than her since then.

been doing since we last met?” Hazrat ‘A’ishahra

You mention Khadijahra as if there is no woman

says that she once asked the Prophetsaw, “O

but her on earth.’ The Prophet Muhammadsaw
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took amiss at these words and his face showed

funeral rites were not officially instated. Hazrat

such signs of anger that I felt limp. I prayed to

Hakim bin Hazzamra relates that:

Allah that if his anger were to fade today, I would

“When our aunt, Hazrat Khadijahra, died, the

never again in my life say another word against

funeral procession left and we buried her at a

Hazrat Khadijahra in my life. At that point, looking

place called Hujoon.”

at my countenance, the Prophet Muhammad

saw

said to me, ‘O ‘A’ishahra! The truth of the matter

The Prophet Muhammadsaw himself descended

is that no one can be better than Khadijahra. She

into the grave.

believed in me when the whole world refuted me
and she attested to my veracity when the whole

Let us give our Salam to this noble and grand

world accused me of falsehood. She offered me

woman, one to whom the Master and Creator

compassion and loyalty with her wealth when

of this Universe sent His Salam. Salam to you O

everyone else had forsaken me. O ‘A’ishahra!

Khadijah Al-Kubrara!

What can I do? Love for her runs in my blood and

__________________________________

is nestled in my heart.’”

1) Abu Daud Kitabul Jihad Bab fi fidaail aseer bil maal.
2) Bukhari Kitabun Nikah Baabushuroot fil-nikah.
3) Sunan Ibni Majah Kitabul Janaa’iz bab ma jaa fisalaati

And why should it not be so, for Allah Almighty

al-ibni rasulillahsa.

sent His Salam to Hazrat Khadijah . Hazrat

4) Al-Seeratun Nubuwwah libni Hishaam, Vol.2, p.296

ra

Khadijahra died on the 4th of Nabawi, and the
year was known as Aam-ul-Hazan: the year

and Al-Tabaqatul Kubra libni Sa’d, Vol.8, p.37.
5) Musnad Ahmad, Vol.1, p.293.
6) Al-Tabarani Al-Kabir, Vol.23, p.13 and Al-Isaabah fi

of common grief. Her death appeared to the

Seerah Al-Sahaba Vol.8, p.62.

Prophet Muhammad

7) Al Mustadrak lil-Hakim, Vol.1, p.15, Al-Tabarani Al-

saw

like a mountain of sorrow,

for his foremost supporter and partner in life

Kabir, Vol.23, p.23.
8) Musnad Ahmad, Vol.6, p.117 Qasira.

departed that year. Hazrat Khadijahra died three

9) Al-Tabaqatul Kubra, Vol.8 p.18.

years prior to the migration to Madinah, and she

10) Zawjatun Nabi Wa’alul Bayti, p.125, from Al

was buried at Hujoon. At the time of her death,

Mutawalli Al Shaa’rawi Maktabatul ‘Asr, Beirut.
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Inspirational Incidents from the Early Life of

the Promised Messiah and Mahdias:

The Divinely Inspired Guide
By Arooba Zaffar, Scotland

THE PROMISE MADE BY GOD

T

he Promised Messiah and Mahdi, Hazrat
Mirza Ghulam Ahmadas of Qadian, India,
(1835-1908), whose advent was prophesied
not only by the Holy Qur’an and the Holy
Prophetsaw, but also by other Prophets and
scriptures. He was the greatest follower of the
Holy Prophetsaw, the one who obeyed his Master
with such dedication that a similar example
is not to be found anywhere else. He loved
Prophet Muhammadsaw with such intensity and
devotion that his being drowned in the being
of the Holy Prophetsaw and it was because of
this that Almighty Allah, in an age of darkness,
revealed Himself to him and vouchsafed to him
His revelation, and with his advent the Qur’anic
prophecy of the second coming of the Holy
Prophetsaw was fulfilled.
Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmadas said that Allah
had told him that he was the Promised Messiah,
whose advent had been foretold not only in Islam
but in all the principal religions of the world, and
that his mission was to unite all the religions
under the sphere of Islam, and he declared that
his mission would be successful. Allah had also
revealed to him that, “I will carry thy message
to the ends of the earth.” It was an astonishing
statement from a man whose followers at that
time were even less than fifty. Yet he was not
unknown and his writings had attracted attention
throughout the world.

A further revelation by Allah allowed the
Promised Messiahas to announce that he was:
“The Champion of God in the mantles of all
the Prophets.” He added that he himself was
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nothing and claimed no merit. What Almighty
Allah had bestowed on him in His Grace was
in consequence of his utter devotion and
obedience to Prophet Muhammadsaw. He was
thus a spiritual reflection of Muhammadsaw.1 The
Promised Messiahas repeatedly emphasised that
all the blessings he received were a consequence
of following the Holy Prophetsaw. He wrote: “The
Holy Prophet (may peace and blessings of Allah
be upon him), is the true and the primary object
of these divine favours. These [blessings] are
bestowed upon others merely on account of
their relationship to him.”2
The childhood and early life of the Promised
Messiahas is a living testimony to the fact that he is
a Divinely inspired Guide, the ‘window’ through
which the soul can glimpse the ultimate beauty,
the beauty of truth, the Beauty of God. Hazrat
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, the Promised
Messiah and Mahdias, treading in the footsteps
of his own Master, the Holy Prophetsaw of Islam,
enabled many who followed him to know God.
He enabled, and continues to enable a person
to achieve the true purpose of life, namely, that
‘the window of his heart should open towards
God.’3

THE PROMISED MESSIAH’SAS
CHILDHOOD
When the Promised Messiahas was just a child;
his mother Charagh Bibi took him several times
to her parents at Aima, in the Hoshiarpur district.
Young and old in that little village took an interest
in the little boy. The Promised Messiahas used to
play in the dry beds of the hill streams, which

“I found myself powerfully attracted towards my Lord and there dawned
upon me the dim consciousness of a future when God would use me as His
instrument in carrying out one of His great plans. I was like gold hidden in
dust which, at some time in the future, was to display its brightness.”
would flow down the plains of
the Hoshiarpur district during
the rainy season. Over there he
used to amuse himself in birdnesting. He might also have,
sometimes, enjoyed ‘sparrow
pies.’ This was fitting in the
life of one who, like Prophet
Jesusas, was later to insist that
the loving care of the Heavenly
Father regarded man as of
greater worth than many
sparrows. However, little did
the Promised Messiahas know
that his capturing sparrows
was but a preparation for his
later ministry as the fisher
of men whose nets would
eventually be filled with the
souls of the greater part of the
human race.
Once the Promised Messiahas
was playing in the fields at
Qadian and wanted to get
something from home. A man
was tending his goats nearby
and the Promised Messiahas
requested him to fetch it for
him. The man replied that he
was looking after his goats and
therefore could not go. The
Promised Messiahas offered to
look after them on his behalf,
at which the goatherd went
and fetched the required item
while the Promised Messiahas
remained tending the herd.
This was an ‘unconscious
symbolisation’ of the character
of the good shepherd, which
has provided a lofty symbol
in the great religions of the

world. The Holy Prophet
Muhammadsaw had also been
the paid shepherd of the
Meccans (Bukhari).

A BOY AT PRAYER
The
Promised
Messiahas
proved that he possessed a
pure heart and was destined
to work a mighty change in
the world by the following
event that took place when
he was a mere child. One day
he was playing with one of his
cousins called Hurmat Bibi,
when the subject of prayer
arose. He requested her that
“Pray that I might be granted
the grace of prayer.” From
this we can perceive that even
the goal of his desires was
Allah and Allah alone. So the
Promised Messiahas became
quite interested in a different
kind of life and in his own
words he recalled that when
he was quite young, “I found
myself powerfully attracted
towards my Lord and there
dawned upon me the dim
consciousness of a future
when God would use me as
His instrument in carrying out
one of His great plans. I was
like gold hidden in dust which,
at some time in the future, was
to display its brightness.”
From childhood, reading and
pondering over the teachings
of the Holy Qur’an was the

Promised Messiah’sas favourite
hobby. He was so fond of
studying that he would remain
absorbed in his father’s library
for such long hours that his
father would reproach him
for it, worrying that he might
injure his health and would
also discourage him from his
studious habits so that he
would start taking interest in
the family’s worldly affairs and
assist them.
When the Promised Messiahas
was not in his room reading
the Holy Qur’an, the family
would always know where to
look for him, as the only place
that he would be other than
his room was the Mosque. The
Promised Messiah’sas father
once said that, “If they ever
missed Ahmad they should
look in the carpets in the
mosque. He would probably
have been rolled up in one
when they were stored after
the Friday Prayers.”
Once
a
friend
arrived
and found the Promised
Messiah’sas father sweating
profusely as he was arranging
the accommodation of a
government official who was
going to arrive shortly at his
home. The friend asked him,
why he had not asked one
of his sons to arrange this
matter. Mirza Ghulam Murtaza
explained that his elder son
works in Gurdaspur and only
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visits home after seven or ten days, and said,
“come and look at the other one,” and he
led his friend to a room where Hazrat Mirza
Ghulam Ahmadas was lying reading a book
about the traditions of The Holy Prophetsaw.
Though they stood there for some time, the
Promised Messiahas never realised they were
there. When they went back downstairs his
father asked his friend, “Tell me, do you think
he is in the land of the living?”

It is highly evident, thus, that the Promised
Messiahas reflected the Holy Prophetsaw through
his personal characteristics and interests. It was
due to this that he was chosen as the Promised
Messiah and Mahdi whose advent had been
foretold. He was blessed with the honour of
witnessing the Holy Prophet Muhammadsaw for
the first time in a crystal clear vision when was
only seventeen years old:

Whenever the Promised Messiahas read the
Holy Qur’an, he used to walk from one side
of the room to the other and hearing his
footsteps, his family would always joke about
the ‘long walks’ he took in a small room. Most
often he would be barefoot in his room and
this habit of walking from side to side when he
was reading, writing or annotating continued
throughout his life.

“He saw the Holy Prophetsaw sitting
on a high chair which began to rise higher
and higher until it reached the ceiling and
became quite large in size. His face also
began to shine much brighter than before.
It looked as if the sun and the moon
were throwing light on his bright radiant
face.” 6

The Promised Messiahas would intently read
the Holy Qur’an, Bukhari, and several Islamic
literatures. By the age of 16, he had studied
the Bible and the Vedas of Hindus and the
commentaries of Christian writers. He would
annotate them as carefully as he did the Holy
Qur’an. Once he told his friend that: “I have
given serious thought to the objections they
raise against Islam. In my room I have collected
the objections raised against Muhammadsaw.
They number nearly 3,000.” This showed that
the defender of Islam was already at work.4
Despite the fact that the Promised Messiahas
was born in a well-off family, he was not really
fond of wasting time on useless games and
sports such as fencing which was very popular
at that time. However, he did take part in
useful and productive sports. For example,
since an early age he had learned horseback
riding and swimming. His simple, fine habits
made an impression on everyone, so when
the Promised Messiahas was still a small boy,
on seeing him, a saintly person of high repute,
Maulvi Ghulam Rasool admiringly remarked:
“If anyone deserves to be a prophet in this
age, this lad indeed should be one.” (Hayate
Tayyeba, p.14).5
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USTRALIA tour
A Perso n a l Acco u nt
By Abid Khan

- PA RT TWO -

D epa rt u r e fro m Ba i t u l H u da
On 9th October 2013, Huzoor’saba tour of Australia
reached its second stage as Huzooraba travelled to
the city of Melbourne. In a number of ways this
was to be a very significant and historic visit – not
least because it was the first time that the city of
Melbourne had been blessed by the presence of
Khalifa-tul Masih.
Exa m p les o f H u zo o r's a ba lov e
Before getting into his car, Huzooraba went to
meet Ameer Sahib Australia who was unable to
travel to Melbourne due to the fact that he had
been unwell. Ameer Sahib was seated on a chair
near his residence and upon seeing Huzooraba
he immediately got up and walked back with
Huzooraba. As they walked, I heard Huzooraba very
lovingly and tenderly say to Ameer Sahib that he
should use the next few days to rest completely.
A r r i va l i n M elb o u r n e
The flight to Melbourne was thankfully uneventful
and so after an hour, Huzooraba arrived at
Melbourne Airport where he was greeted by a
number of local Jamaat officials.
As we walked out, I really felt that this was an
historic moment because it was the first time
a Khalifa had visited the city. It was a great
privilege and honour to witness that moment,
Alhamdolillah.

H u zo o r's a ba a r r i va l at Ja m aat
C en t r e i n M elb o u r n e
On arrival at the Jamaat Centre Huzooraba

remained seated in his car with the window
pulled down halfway and drove past the Ahmadis
waving at them as they welcomed him with great
fervour and delight.
Mubarak Sahib and I walked behind Huzoor’saba
car and it was a very wonderful scene where the
love for Khilafat amongst Ahmadis was so clearly
visible.
As Huzooraba reached the main entrance of
the Mosque he came out of his car and was
welcomed by some young children and also local
Amila members.
C h a n g i n g H u zo o r's a ba O ffi c e
Whenever Huzooraba arrives in a new place, one
of the first things Private Secretary Sahib and
Ahmad bhai do is to assess Huzoor’saba office and
make sure it is suitable for Huzooraba to conduct
his work and for Mulaqats and meetings.
Thus as per their normal routine they went and
checked the office set up by the local Jamaat.
The office was quite small and having been
recently decorated a strong smell of paint was
very noticeable.
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Private Secretary Sahib immediately reached
the conclusion that the office was not suitable
for Huzooraba and so told the local Sadr that
the office would have to be changed. Thus
local Khuddam began the process of moving
Huzoor’saba desk, chair and other furniture items
to another office directly opposite.
The local Sadr said that this office had been
readied as a back-up. Once the furniture had
been moved into the new office, I could see that
the Private Secretary was still not satisfied. Whilst
this office did not smell of paint, it was very dimly
lit and dark.
I think Ahmad bhai went and had a look around
the building and found a large room near the
Mehrab of the Mosque. However, it was not very
clean and was filled with junk and was being used
as a temporary storage room.
When Private Secretary Sahib saw it he
immediately said it should be converted into
Huzoor’saba office and that it should be done

in the next hour or so because later in the day
Huzooraba would be holding Mulaqats.
When I saw the office in its initial state, I thought
it would be very difficult to get it ready on time.
But what transpired was really wonderful and
inspiring.
A number of Khuddam entered and started
undertaking various jobs.
Some removed the junk, others cleaned the
floors, some scrubbed the walls, whilst others
replaced the office furniture.
It was an amazing scene – sometimes on TV there
are home ‘makeover’ shows where a full team
enters and changes the look of a house within
hours, and so this scene was similar to that – the
only difference being that the makeover took
place within minutes rather than hours and those
conducting the makeover were volunteers and
not professionals!
Thereafter, Huzoor’saba office was ready and
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anyone who came and saw it in its new state
could not imagine how it looked just an hour
before. It was a really wonderful display of
teamwork from the local Ahmadis, Masha’Allah.
A very blessed day
Friday 11th October proved to be an extremely
blessed day.
On that day, Huzooraba led the first ever
Friday Sermon delivered by Khalifatul Masih
in Melbourne and then later in the evening
Huzooraba delivered the keynote address at a
Special Reception in front of an audience of
various dignitaries and guests.
Historic Friday Sermon in Melbourne
Huzooraba came out of his residence at 1pm and
immediately unveiled a plaque to commemorate
the official opening of the Jamaat Centre in
Melbourne called Baitul Salam.
Thereafter, Huzooraba went to the main hall and

delivered his weekly Friday Sermon during which
he highlighted the importance of true obedience
to the Promised Messiah (as).
Huzooraba also spoke about the sincerity of many
new Ahmadis. He said that when he had visited
Singapore a few weeks earlier, people had
travelled to meet him from great distances even
though they had no money to spare.
Huzooraba said that some people had sold
property just to have the chance to meet him
for a few seconds and to pray behind him. He
said that when they met him they did not ask
for prayers to become rich but only requested
Huzooraba to pray that they and their future
generations always remain attached to Khilafat.
Melbourne Reception - main event
Huzooraba arrived at the Princess Court Reception
Centre at 6.50pm and initially Huzooraba was taken
to a separate room where he held a brief meeting
with some of the main non-Ahmadi dignitaries,
including Major-General Paul McLachlan. After a
few minutes, Huzooraba was escorted to the main

hall where the reception was being held. As we
entered I saw that the hall was packed with nonAhmadi and non-Muslim guests. It was very clear
that many local people of influence had come to
listen to the message of Huzooraba.
Guest speeches
After the welcome by the local Sadr Sahib a
number of guests took to the stage to welcome
Huzooraba and also to pay tribute to the efforts of
our Jamaat to promote peace and harmony in the
world.
Whilst, there were many important National and
State politicians attending, the most high profile
dignitary was Major-General Paul McLachlan
who ranks as one of the highest military officers
in Australia and the most senior in the State of
Victoria. Addressing the audience, Major-General
McLachlan said:
“The Australian military is our country’s final
resort against tyranny and extremism, whilst the
message and teachings of His Holiness (Hazrat
Mirza Masroor Ahmad) and the Ahmadiyya
Muslim Community should always be our first
resort. Certainly, the Ahmadiyya philosophy
advocates peace and respect throughout the
world and thus is an example for all.”
Huzoor'saba address
Huzooraba began his speech at 7.25pm and spoke
for just under half an hour, during which Huzooraba
analysed and reflected upon the war in Syria and
also spoke of his fears that the world was moving
towards a horrific world war.
Speaking about Western countries becoming
involved in wars in the Muslim world, Huzooraba
said:

“The major powers have become involved
in some of these (Arab Spring) conflicts by
supplying weapons and money to the rebels
in the name of assisting the people. However
we have to question the result of such efforts
because disorder and chaos continue to plague
those nations.”
Moving on to Syria, Huzooraba spoke very
movingly about how thousands of innocent
people had been killed, whilst millions more had
either been internally displaced or forced to seek
asylum in Syria’s neighbouring countries.
Taking a very balanced approach, Huzooraba said
that neither Syria’s Government nor the rebels
were free from blame but that both parties had
inflicted cruelties and injustices. Regarding the
use of chemical weapons, Huzooraba said that
“God knows better” as to which party had used
such horrific weapons.
Having given his analysis, Huzooraba then

proceeded to outline solutions that would help
bring peace and he made it very clear that
whatever he proposed were Islamic teachings
based on the guidance of the Holy Quran.
A standing ovation
As Huzooraba concluded the entire audience
rose to their feet. I remember looking around
and seeing people applaud and smile with great
appreciation and sincerity.
It was clear that Huzoor’saba words had made a
very powerful impact and this was proved true
when Huzooraba met the guests one by one a little
later in the evening. Each and every guest met
Huzooraba with great love and joy.
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Appreciation was etched on the faces of the
guests to such an extent that I do not think I had
ever seen before. Indeed some of the non-Muslim
guests were even moved to kiss Huzoor’saba hand
in the same manner that Ahmadis do.

he liked seafood. Upon this, Mrs Peulich said
she wished the event had been held at one of
Melbourne’s famous seafood restaurants!

Interviews with guests
One Australian custom I became aware of during
the evening was that it was quite common for
guests to get up from their tables and go and
meet other people during dinner.

“What a truly lovely, wonderful and
compassionate man His Holiness is. I
am determined that His Holiness should
come to Victoria again so that I and other
Parliamentarians can host him and request him to
address us directly in our State Parliament.”

I decided to take advantage of this custom myself
and so instead of waiting until after the meal, I
went and met with some of the guests to find out
how they had found the event.
One rather interesting conversation I had was
with Mr John Bellavance, who was a senior
representative from a group known as the
‘International Peace Federation’.
Mr Bellavance said that regardless of differences
of belief, he had found Huzoor’saba message to

be one of genuine peace and one that all people
could appreciate.
Another person I met was Roger Page, the
Principal of a local Secondary school. He said:
“It is amazing to see that whilst the rest of the
Muslim world is fragmented and divided, your
community is so united and together.”
Another interesting person who I met was Ingra
Peulich MP. She had come to Australia as an
immigrant from Bosnia and was now a well-known
member of Victoria’s State Parliament.
She had the honour of sitting next to Huzooraba
during dinner and she told me afterwards that
she had really enjoyed getting to know Huzooraba
on a personal level. She said she had learned
that Huzooraba had two children and three
grandchildren.
She also asked Huzooraba what type of food he
liked and Huzooraba had responded by saying
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Speaking about Huzooraba, Ingra Peulich added:

Patience of Ahmadis at the Mosque
By the time Huzooraba arrived at the Mosque
to lead the Maghreb and Isha prayers it was
11.10pm. Even though it was so late the Mosque
was full and many of the Ahmadis had waited for
hours.
This was yet another sign of the love Ahmadis
have in their hearts for the Khalifa wherein they
saw the opportunity to sit and wait for Huzooraba

as a blessing and a favour of God Almighty.

Khala Saboohi's love and care for Lajna
One thing I have learned on tours is that
Huzoor’saba respected wife also has a very busy
schedule and meets with Lajna and Nasirat
members. This also has a very great impact.
A few Ahmadi ladies in Melbourne wrote down
the benefits of this aspect of Huzoor’saba tours.
Mrs Kaukub Nasir wrote:
“One of the highlights of Huzoor’saba tour was
the time we were able to spend with our beloved
Sayyeda Aapa Jaan.
Aapa Jaan lovingly came to meet groups of Lajna
twice, where she would graciously answer any
questions asked by the Ladies.
Her unmistakable simplicity, knowledge,
confidence and kindness instantly made her a
much-loved figure among Lajna.”

Shazia Tahir Sahiba wrote:
“During Huzoor’saba tour in Melbourne, the Lajna
had the opportunity to meet Appa Jaan and
those times with her were priceless.
Aapa Jaan’s way of explaining things and
answering questions made you understand and
want to listen more.
Aapa Jaan radiated love for us all - I looked up at
her as a motherly figure who had unconditional
love for her children.”
A Day Out
Australia’s Jamaat had set aside 12th October as
a day where they could take Huzooraba out and
show him some local sites in Melbourne.
I have to admit I had been looking forward to the
day out all week.
Whilst, I was excited to see some of Melbourne’s
landmarks, I was happier at the prospect of
Huzooraba having some time to enjoy the local
attractions and the fact that I was fortunate
enough to accompany Huzooraba on such a visit.

Visit to Royal Botanical Gardens
We left the Mosque at 12.30pm and first went to
the ‘Royal Botanical Gardens’ where Huzooraba
was given a guided tour of various different
types of gardens. Huzooraba walked through the
different gardens and took video on his personal
video camera.
Visit to the Bird Park
It had been the plan to visit a local bird park but
as we left Mount Dandenong the local Khuddam
said the bird park had now closed and so we
should return to the Mosque.

Soon we arrived and exited the cars. Immediately,
a flock of birds flew towards us and so Huzooraba
was handed some grains and he started to feed
the birds with his own hands.
One bird landed on the shoulder of a local
Khadim and Huzooraba started to feed that
particular bird. Later on the Khadim told me he
could not believe how lucky he had been that
the bird had landed on him so that Huzoor’saba
attention was turned towards him. He described
it as one of the happiest moments of his life.
As Huzooraba fed the birds he was smiling and it
was very apparent that Huzooraba was enjoying
the occasion, Masha’Allah.
Upon seeing Huzooraba and his Qafila the owners
of the bird park said they were happy to keep the
park open and so we entered the enclosure. As
we did so there were many more birds eager to
be fed.
Taking video of Huzooraba feeding the birds
As we entered the enclosure Huzooraba handed
me his video camera and told me to take video
whilst he fed the birds.
For a minute I became very nervous because
I was not sure how to use Huzoor’saba camera
and I so I was unable to widen the zoom. In that
moment I panicked and so started praying and
thankfully a few seconds later I found the correct
button and was able to zoom out so that I could
properly capture Huzooraba feeding the birds.
Over the next 4 or 5 minutes Huzooraba fed
different birds with his blessed hand.

However, despite this, I heard Ahmad bhai, who
was seated in Huzoor’saba car, saying on the radio
that Huzooraba had said we should still drive past
the Bird Park and check. When we heard this we
all realised that Huzooraba desired to visit the bird
park.
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It so happened that one bird ate happily from
Huzoor’saba hand, but when some of our Khuddam
tried to feed her she refused to take it. They
mentioned this to Huzooraba and so Huzooraba put
out his hand again and the bird started eating
happily again!

Huzoor'saba guidance about Waqf
During the Waqf-e-Nau Class in Melbourne,
Huzooraba explained the purpose of Waqf to the
children. Huzooraba said:
“Waqf-e-Nau does not mean that you will
certainly remain here in Australia and work here.
Rather once you have completed your studies
you should inform the Jamaat and be ready to go
wherever I send you. That is a real Waqf.”
Reflections of a young Waqfat-e-Nau
A very young 9 year old child, Umna Saeed
attended Huzoor’saba Waqfat-Nau class
in Melbourne. Afterwards she shared her
experiences and said:
“The fact that Huzooraba has been in Australia
has made me feel extremely joyful and seeing
Huzooraba has taught me how to be a better
Ahmadi.
The highlight was the Waqf-e-Nau class because
I got to ask Huzooraba a question and then the
next day we had a family Mulaqat and Huzooraba
remembered me from the class - that made me
so happy. What I learned on this trip is that we
should listen to everything Huzooraba says.”
Departure from Melbourne
Huzooraba departed from Melbourne on the
morning of 14 October and flew back to Sydney.
As Huzooraba left the Jamaat Centre in Melbourne
many Ahmadis came to wave him off and they
were visibly emotional and upset to part with him.
Huzooraba arrived back at Sydney’s Baitul Huda
Mosque at 2.25pm and after lunch and Zuhr and
Asr prayers soon Huzoor’saba routine of Mulaqats
began again. On that evening alone Huzooraba
met more than 40 Ahmadi families.
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Eid-ul-Adha
When we had left the UK almost a month before,
a number of people presumed Huzooraba would
return to London by Eid. However, on 16 October
2013, for the first time in his Khilafat and for
only the second time in history, a Khalifa of
the Promised Messiah led the Eid prayers from
Australia.
The Eid prayers began at 10am and more than
2,000 Ahmadis had gathered to pray behind
Huzooraba.
During his sermon, Huzooraba praised the
sacrifices of Hazrat Ibrahim (ra) and his family and
said that true Muslims should learn from their
example.
Huzooraba meeting Ahmadis after Eid
After the Eid Sermon concluded, Huzooraba
walked around the entire premises and waved
at the thousands of Ahmadi men, women and
children who had gathered. On everyone’s face
was happiness and delight.
A few times Huzooraba walked up some stairs
and the Ahmadis were amazed and shocked that
Huzooraba was walking past them.
Huzooraba went wherever it seemed Ahmadis
had gathered and so I think the vast majority of
Ahmadis had the opportunity to see Huzooraba in
person and from close range on that day.

Points to Ponder
S TO R I E S A N D A N E C D O T E S
Related by Hazrat Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmood Ahmad,
K h a l i f a t u l M a s i h I I ra T h e P r o m i s e d R e f o r m e r

Old Lady’s Wish

side, and I change my side, and he becomes
comfortable. Therefore, we do not need
anything.”

The Qur’an is the
greatest wealth. How
can a true Muslim
like to see his home
without this wealth?

He used to relate that when he asked her
persistently, “Please, let me know if you need
anything.” She said, “Due to my advanced
age, my eyesight has become weak, and
I cannot comfortably read the copy of the
Qur’ān I have because of the small writing.
So, if you have to give me something, give

Hadrat Hakīm Maulānā Nūrud-Dīnra used to

me a copy of the Qur’ān printed in large font

relate that there was an elderly lady who was

so that I may read it easily.” 1

very pious. He used to visit her from time to
time. Once he asked her, “Dear Lady, tell me
if you need anything. I will get it for you.”

For a believer, the greatest bounty is the
Holy Qur’an.

She said, “Son, I am in quite a comfort. I do
not need anything.”He used to say that he
insisted, “You must need something.” But

A Knock at the Door

each time she said, “I am comfortable. Every
peace is here. There is no inconvenience.”
Then she elaborated, “We are a son and a
mother only. Allah sends us two loaves of
bread, morning and evening. I eat one and
my son eats the other. We go to sleep on
the same bed because we have only one
blanket. When my side gets cold, I ask him to
change sides and he complies. So, that side
too becomes warm. After a short while, when

The sign of a true friend
is that he is ready to
sacrifice everything for
his friends and beloved.
Imagine a beloved and a
friend who is not only a
beloved and a friend but
also is the Creator, the
Master, and the Lord.

his side gets cold, he asks me to change my
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A famous story states that a young man was in

called out. There was a query from inside,

the habit of wasting his father’s wealth on his

“Who is this?” The father announced his own

friends all the time. He always had a gathering

name. The voice from the house said, “Okay.”

of flatterers and they wasted money day and

Then there was silence without a response

night. His father always told him, “They are

for half an hour. The son said, “Your friend

flattering and selfish young men. They do not

has proven to be like my friends.” The father

have real love for you. Do not destroy your

said, “Do not be impatient; you will know

wealth on them.” But the young man never

soon why he has taken so long to come out.”

accepted his father’s advice and responded,

A few minutes later, the father’s friend came

“They are my true friends.” The father said,

out holding the hand of his wife. He had his

“How come you have gathered so many

scabbard fastened to his waist and had a sword

friends around while I have been able to find

in the other hand. As he came out, he said,

only one close friend? How come there is a

“Forgive me my friend, you came at midnight

large gathering of friends around you all of

and I have been delayed since you knocked

the time?”

at the door. I assumed that your coming at
midnight has some purpose in it. I thought,

A long time passed, and the young man

maybe you are in trouble and you have come

did not accept his father’s advice. One day,

to me for help. On this thought, I picked up

the father said, “If you do not trust me then

my sword because that is what I would use to

conduct a trial and test your friends, then you

help you. Then I thought that although you

will know how many real friends you have.”

are a billionaire, even billionaires can have

The son asked, “How may I test my friends?”

financial problems and need any penny they

His father replied, “Go to every friend’s home,

can get. I had collected four to five hundred

and tell them that your father has evicted you

dollars penny by penny throughout my life

from his house and has taken away your access

and had buried them. I dug the ground and

to the property. Ask them to provide you with

extracted that bag. I was further delayed on

some money so that you may arrange some

thinking that maybe your wife is not well and

source of livelihood.”

there may be some need to tend to her so I
awoke my wife and brought her with me. All

When he went to his friends’ homes and told

these three things are at your disposal. How

them that his father had evicted him, one sent

can we be of help?” He said to his son, “Such

a message out through a servant that he was

ones are the friends.”

sick and regretted that he could not meet
him at that time. Some made excuses saying

This example bears a lesson in it: If a man’s

that they had the money but had given it to

friend can be like this, then how should a

someone else just that day. The young man

friend of God be? 2

returned home empty handed and said to his
father that what his father had been saying
was proven true; no one helped him. The
father said, “Let me show you my friend now.”
The father took his son to the wilderness, and
outside the town he reached a house, and
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Hazrat Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmood Ahmadra,
Points to Ponder (2011), pp.2-3

1

Hazrat Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmood Ahmadra,
Points to Ponder (2011), pp.6-7

2
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Be understanding of the situation. Imagine if you were the duty holder

Show patience and wait in queue. Everyone will get food when their turn
comes

Become an example for the other guests around you
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Hazrat Maulawi Hakim

ra
Sahib
NUR-UD-DIN

Khalifat-ul-Masih I

(May Allah be pleased with him)

A BRIEF INSIGHT INTO THE LIFE OF THE FIRST KHALIFA OF
THE PROMISED MESSIAHAS
Hazrat Maulawi Hakim Hafiz Al-Haj Nur-ud-Din Sahibra1 was a man of many titles, a man of
many virtues and a man of God. He was born to a noble family in 1841.2 He was the 34th male
descendant of Hazrat Umarra,3 the second Caliph of our beloved Prophet Muhammadsaw. In
addition to this, his mother belonged to the A’waan family, which historians trace back to
Hazrat Alira,4 the fourth Caliph of our beloved Master, the Holy Prophetsaw. His admirable
ancestry of Farooqi and Alvi5 was eminent in his character; he was bold and courageous and
had a deep thirst for knowledge. From an early age, his intelligence was prominent, which
only grew stronger with age. Thus, through acquiring knowledge, his love for Allah, the Holy
Qur’an, our beloved Prophet Muhammadsaw, Islam, The Promised Messiahas and the Jama’at
grew and swelled to such an extent that he became the Mu’min (believer) all of mankind
should strive to be.
HUZUR’SRA LOVE FOR GOD AND GOD’S LOVE FOR HUZURRA
Whilst studying the life of Hazrat Khalifatul Masih Ira, the notable relationship that stands
out is his bond with Allah the Almighty. He was a God-fearing and devoted man, spending
much time in the remembrance of Allah, consequently God showered His blessings upon
His humble servant. His life depicts countless incidents where, through Divine Help, many
of his difficulties were removed. On one occasion, when Huzurra was aiming to set up a
clinic in Behra, he was told by a physician, that due to religious opposition his clinic would
never start up. Not paying any heed and having firm faith in God, he promoted his clinic by
applying surma (kohl) to the eyes of local residents who were suffering from eye disease. This
was the very first day of the clinic and Huzurra recalled the incident as such, “then people
started streaming in for consultations about other diseases, and by sheer Divine grace and
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blessings, I had a great success and made a great

Qur’an with translation and Islamic jurisprudence

beginning.”

from an early age. Later in his life, he often used

6

to say that he had heard the Holy Qur’an recited
Another incident of Huzurra being the recipient of

by his mother while he was in her womb and had

God’s Divine grace is evident once when he owed

imbibed love for the Holy Qur’an with his mother’s

a loan of one hundred and ninety five thousand

milk. He was blessed to have memorised the 30

rupees to a Hindu Seth. As Huzur had just been

parts of the Holy Qur’an, hence becoming another

released from his Royal Physician duties at Jammu,

Hafiz in the long line of Huffaz. He was granted

it seemed impossible for Huzurra to repay the loan

such remarkable memory that during a journey

in full. As a first instalment, he sent five Rupees,

of roughly thirty days he began to memorise the

which was all he had, at which the Hindu Seth

Holy Qur’an and with absolute commitment he

remarked: “It is a mockery that you are sending five

was able to commit 14 parts of the Holy Qur’an

rupees.”7 In response, Huzurra promised that when

to memory. His love for the Holy Qur’an was not

he would have the funds he would repay the loan in

limited to mere memorisation, but he made great

full. Meanwhile, God’s Divine grace was at work. It

efforts to spread the Holy Qur’an such that on

so happened that a Hindu approached Raja Amar

many occasions he would spend out of his pocket

Singh regarding a contract on a forest of trees

to promote it. Through this absolute commitment,

in Jammu. The Raja remarked that this contract

one can glimpse the great significance of the Holy

would only be granted if ninety-five percent of the

Qur’an to Huzurra, it was his spiritual food and was

profits would be shared with Huzurra. The Hindu

of great solace and comfort to him.10

ra

agreed, and thus was granted the contract. When
the Hindu took Huzur’sra share of profits to him,

HUZUR’SRA LOVE FOR THE HOLY

the amount equalled exactly to the loan he owed

PROPHETSAW

to the Hindu Seth. Huzurra refused to accept any

Naturally, a believer in God and the Holy Qur’an

future profits, but, as he was entitled to his share,

would have affection for God’s beloved Prophet

he only requested the Hindu to pay off his debt

Muhammadsaw.

to the Hindu Seth . These small examples indicate

Prophet

how Allah the Almighty sheltered Hazrat Khalifatul

may be given resemblance to the love of a child

Masih Ira with His Divine grace and blessings.

for his parents. One reflection of this attachment

8

saw

Huzur’sra

love

for

the

Holy

was surely of the highest degree, which

can be seen by the fact that Huzurra had four
HUZUR’SRA LOVE FOR THE HOLY QUR’AN

visions of the Holy Prophet Muhammadsaw. One,

The Holy Qur’an was another aspect of Hazrat

when he was in the Holy Land in the prime of his

Khalifatul Masih I’sra pious life. The love he had

youth. Second, when he was to marry a widow and

for this Holy Book was remarkable. He was born

sought guidance on the matter. The third time, he

in a family where the love for the Holy Qur’an was

saw him in a vision when he was in Jammu,11 and

the most prized possession, evident in the fact

the fourth vision goes as such; Hazrat Khalifatul

that his 10 nearest male ancestors were Huffaz-e-

Masih Ira saw that he was in Jammu in front of a

Qur’an.9 His mother began teaching him the Holy

grocery shop. There was a wooden plank, where
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the Holy Prophet Muhammadsaw was seated. The Holy Prophetsaw saw Hazrat Khalifatul
Masih Ira passing by and accosted him “buy flour from us.” Thereafter, Hazrat Khalifatul
Masih Ira posed a question to the Holy Prophetsaw that whether he had taught anything
special to Hazrat Abu Hurairara (a companion of the Holy Prophetsaw who is reputed to
have recorded the largest number of Hadith) whereby he could remember by heart all
the minutest details of the ‘Sayings.’ The Holy Prophetsaw said, “Yes.” Hazrat Khalifatul
Massih Ira requested that he would also like to know the same thing so that he was able
to remember all the Ahadith. The Holy Prophetsaw said: “We can whisper it in your ear.”
Hazrat Khalifatul Masih Ira brought his ear nearer to the Holy Prophetsaw, thereupon the Holy
Prophetsaw touched his ear with his mouth. Hazrat Khalifatul Massih Ira realised that acting
upon the Hadith was the best way to remember them.12 His visions reflect that he was an
honest and true man, a devoted and pure Muslim, a true believer since not all have the
privilege and honour to have visions of the Holy Prophetsaw.
HUZUR’SRA LOVE FOR ISLAM
Huzurra was a devoted servant of Islam. In his search to increase his Islamic knowledge,
he went far and wide, spent years in excelling in the understanding of his beautiful
religion, Islam. When he travelled to Mecca, he acquired knowledge of the Ahadith from
various scholars, for example, he studied Sahih Muslim from Sheikh-ul-Hadeeth Syed
Hussain Sahib. He also formed a very firm attachment with Shah Abdul Ghani Sahib who
had “commanding and comprehensive knowledge of Islam”13 and studied under his
supervision for almost a year. This profound man who Huzurra admired was also the 27th
carrier of the Forty Hadith, and Shah Abdul Ghani Sahib passed on this treasure to Huzurra,
thus Hazrat Khalifatul Masih Ira became the 28th carrier of the Forty Ahadith.14 Another
aspect of his love for Islam can be seen by his efforts to join various Anjumans (societies)
in order to defend the honour of Islam and spread its true teachings. The first Anjuman
he joined was in 1881, established by Maulawi Muhammad Hussain Batalvi Sahib, called
the Anjuman-i-Isha’at-i-Islam. The objective of this Anjuman was to set up schools for the
teaching of Islam and to produce literature and distribute it in India and abroad. He took
great interest in writing for this Anjuman, spreading the word of Islam. He joined another
Anjuman in 1884, called the Anjuman-i-Himaayat-i-Islam, the objective of which was to
safeguard and protect Islam against the onslaught of Christian Missionaries and the Arya
Samaj. He fervently wrote pamphlets and articles defending Islam. From his fervent efforts
to defend and propagate Islam, one can gauge Huzur’sra great love and zeal for Islam.
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HUZUR’SRA LOVE FOR THE PROMISED

after becoming the first Caliph of the Community.

MESSIAH

He wanted the Jama’at to advance in every aspect

AS
as

The love Huzur had for the Promised Messiah

so that the true message of Islam could be spread.

was exemplary. When Hazrat Khalifatul Masih

After the sorrowful demise of the Promised

Ira read the Promised Messiah’sas literature, he

Messiahas, it was no surprise that his most devoted

immediately left to meet him and inquire about his

servant, Hazrat Maulawi Hakim Nur-ud-Din Sahibra

message and claim. He recalls his union with him

was made his first successor. Huzur’s first steps

as this: “As soon as I beheld him my heart testified

after becoming the Caliph were to address all the

that this was Mirzaas and I would lay down my life

organisations that the Promised Messiahas had

for him.” We have determined Hazrat Khalifatul

formed. The first and utmost priority was given

Masih I to be a man of true knowledge of Islam,

to the Madrasa Ahmadiyya (Ahmadiyya School)

thus his instant acceptance of the Promised

where young men would be trained and taught

Messiahas speaks volumes regarding the truth of

Islam thoroughly to produce highly qualified

the Promised Messiah’s

claim. He immediately

scholars, and this institution stands to this day.

wanted to take Bai’at at the hands of the Promised

Hazrat Khalifatul Masih Ira also set up the Bait-ul-

Messiah’sas, but the Promised Messiahas said he

Maal (Treasury) with the purpose of collecting all

had not received Divine instructions to do so yet.

funds and Zakat donations, which were separated

Hazrat Khalifatul Masih I left with the promise that

from Sadaqat, with rules and regulations to govern

when the Promised Messiah

would take Bai’at

its administration, so that the Jama’at would be

he would be the first to pledge his allegiance.

able to cope with its financial requirements. From

This promise was upheld and he became the first

an early age, he was fond of books and in his first

member to enter the Ahmadiyya Movement.

year of Khilafat, Huzurra set up a public library in

ra

ra

as

ra

as

Qadian.
The Promised Messiah

as

and Hazrat Khalifatul

Masih I’sra relationship was in similitude to the

Huzurra was a very caring and compassionate

relationship of the Holy Prophetsaw and Hazrat

person by nature and character. He cared for the

Abu Bakr . Hazrat Khalifatul Massih I had utmost

welfare of children, the poor and needy. On one

as

respect and love for the Promised Messiah

occasion, he gave guidance on a matter as follows:

and when the Promised Messiahas requested

“When mango stones which have been planted

him to migrate to Qadian permanently, he

in the earth sprout in the rainy season, you know

showed complete obedience. Although he was

that children pull them out and make whistles out

constructing a house and a medical clinic in Behra

of them. Five or six years later when the planted

at that time,15 he abandoned the project without

stone has taken firm root even a strong man would

hesitation to be closer to the Promised Messiah .

find it difficult to pull it out.” Huzurra gave this

ra

ra

as

example in relation to one’s habits. His advice was
HUZUR’S

RA

LOVE FOR THE JAMA’AT

for parents to inculcate good and decent habits

Hazrat Khalifatul Masih Ira sacrificed his heart and

in their children from a young age as it is easier

soul for the progress of the Jama’at, especially

to form such habits at a younger age, rather than
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after reaching adulthood. His personal interest in the welfare of the future generation of
Ahmadi children is just one of many ways one can tell that he loved the Jama’at whole
heartedly.
HUZUR’SRA LOVE FOR HUMANITY
Hazrat Khalifatul Masih Ira chose a field where he could serve humanity in the best way
possible. He was a physician, who helped the ill and ailed to recover and heal. He was
a renowned Hakim of his time, a physician with great skill and ability in his field of work.
He didn’t care whether he was treating the poor or rich, young or old, all were given the
same respect. Shaikh Yaqub Ali Irfani Sahib stated regarding Huzurra that he had the same
sympathy and affection for everyone. Many a time the poor were treated free of charge.
Another aspect through which one can gauge Huzur’sra love for humanity was that he
wanted humanity to see the right path to Allah the Almighty. In one Friday Sermon on 18th
November, 1910 he said: “It is my intense desire that I should find that this community
loves Allah, obeys His messenger Muhammadsaw and understands the Qur’an.” This desire
if followed could change a person’s life for the better, and Huzurra had exactly that in mind.
He launched various newspapers so that the true message of Islam could reach all types
of demographics. In addition, he began sending missionaries around India to personally
convey the message of the Promised Messiahas. These were just some of many aspects
Hazrat Khalifatul Masih Ira launched to guide humanity towards their Creator and the right
path.
A study of Hazrat Khalifatul Massih I’sra life is a testimony to his noble, pious and righteous
character. Indeed, one is left with no doubt in the understanding of a couplet of the
Promised Messiahas, in which he beautifully states:

“How good would it be if every member of the Community were a Nur-ud-Din,
So would it be if every heart were filled with the light of the certainty of faith.”16
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Tarbiyyat Page
Tarbiyyat points extracted from the Friday Sermon delivered
by Hazrat Mirza Masroor Ahmad Khalifatul Masih Vaba
May Allah strengthen his hand on
18th January 2013

Work of Waqf-e-Zindagi
Huzur-e-Anwaraba said that there should always be available a group of persons who translate
the literature of the Jama’at; that there should always be available a large group of people
who carry out and administer the work of Tabligh and Tarbiyyat; and that there should always
be available a group of Waqf-e-Zindagi who carry out work for other departments of running
the Nizaam-e-Jama’at. Thus, it is essential that we always keep these points in view.

Special need to closely Supervise and give great attention towards Children
Huzur-e-Anwaraba said that the parents who dedicate their children to Waaqifeen-e-Nau need
to assess that to what extent are they discharging the right of giving this gift to the Jama’at?
To what degree are they making endeavours to beautifying this gift? To what degree are
they giving heed to beautifying this gift and giving it to the Jama’at? To what extent are they
fulfilling their obligations whilst living in these countries where freedom is available of all
kinds? There is a special need to closely supervise and also to give great attention towards
children.

Waaqifeen-e-Nau children should start self-reflecting and ponder upon their
significance
Huzur-e-Anwaraba said that I also say to the Waaqifeen-e-Nau children who have reached the
ages of 12 or 13 that they should start self-reflecting, and to ponder upon their significance.
Do not just be happy by the fact that you are Waqf-e-Nau. You will realise its importance when
you understand your objective. You will develop attention towards what you need to achieve
and the boys and girls who are 15 years old should have developed a great understanding
and realisation of their importance and responsibilities.

Attention should be drawn towards Preaching and Tabligh
Huzur-e-Anwaraba said that the field of preaching is open for each and every person. Every
single Waqf-e-Nau must spring and jump into this field; and every Waqf-e-Nau must
particularly partake in this effort considering, “I shall not rest until the entire world is brought
under the banner of the Holy Prophet Muhammadsaw.” It is realising this with passion which
will enable them to remain attentive at all times towards increasing religious education and
they will remain focused on preaching.

Our Aims cannot be achieve without Prayers
Huzur-e-Anwaraba said that each and every person must remember that the sphere of our
prayers must not be limited to only us. In fact, the current of our prayers must flow in all
directions. This is so that no person in the world will be deprived from those blessings which
Allah the Almighty has conferred upon us today. It should in any case also be remembered
that our aims cannot be achieved without prayers – without such prayers which are made with
true zeal and compassion. Without this, it cannot be achieved.

Waaqifeen-e-Nau should to the greatest degree possible join Jamiah Ahmadiyya
Huzur-e-Anwaraba said that I would like to draw attention towards this point, that to convey the
religion in the world it is necessary to have religious knowledge. This religious knowledge,
to the greatest degree can be acquired from such an institution, whose purpose is to teach
religious knowledge. This institution within Jama’at Ahmadiyya is known as Jamiah Ahmadiyya.
The work of Tabligh (preaching) is vast and through properly trained Muballigheen it can be
carried out in a better way. Thus, the most possible or maximum numbers of Waaqifeen-eNau should to the greatest degree possible join Jamiah Ahmadiyya.

Advice and Guidance should be sought from the Department of Waqf-e-Nau
Huzur-e-Anwaraba said that after reaching the age of adolescence, the parents should
undertake the moral upbringing of their children to such a degree that the children know
by then that they must fully dedicate them to the Jama’at. They should be trained in such
a manner that they are fully aware of this at every stage of their education, they should be
reminded. Then advice and guidance should be sought from the department of Waqf-e-Nau.
The children should ask them regarding their education that as they have now reached a
stage, what they should do thereafter. If the child wants to decide on his own, or he wants to
enter such fields which the Jama’at does not require at present, then the child should take
leave from their Waqf.

Importance of Learning Languages
Huzur-e-Anwaraba said that the Waaqifaat-e-Nau who are of Pakistani origin, have come from
Pakistan, are living in countries outside of Pakistan and who know how to speak Urdu should
also study how to read Urdu. They should also learn the local language, whether it is English
or German, or if they are in such places where English is the official language and there are
other local languages, they should learn all of those languages as well as Arabic. Then they
should present themselves for the work of translation.

Syllabus for the Waqf-e-Nau
Huzur-e-Anwaraba said that there is a syllabus which has been assigned for the Waqf-eNau boys and girls. This was previously only elementary, but now this has been formed for
boys and girls of the Waqf-e-Nau until the age of 21. This should also be studied and there
should be full participation in exams if there are any. Those beyond this age should study the
commentaries of the Holy Qur’an. Those familiar with Urdu should study it in Urdu and those
familiar with English should study it in English – there is the five volume commentary. They
should study the books of the Promised Messiahas which have been translated into different
languages until now in whatever language you know. You should also regularly listen to the
addresses and the Friday Sermons and you should continuously increase your knowledge.

FOCUS
BOOKS OF THE PROMISED MESSIAHas

part of the syllabus for ages 20-21 years
and above

This section of the magazine
aims to provide a brief
insight into one of the books
of The Promised Messiahas.
In this Issue we introduce
“Lecture Ludhiana”

Title
Author
Language
English Version
No. of pages
Year Written
Year Printed
Printed by

Lecture Ludhiana
Hadhrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmadas
Urdu
Lecture Ludhiana
50
1905
1906
Magazine Press, Qadian

LECTURE LUDHIANA
‘Lecture Ludhiana is an English version of Lecture Ludhiana, a lecture delivered by the Holy
Founder of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Jama’at, The Promised Messiah and Mehdi, Hazrat Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian (on whom be peace) on 4th of November 1905, in Ludhiana- a town
in Punjab, India.
It has been translated from the Urdu original by Professor Mian Muhammad Afzal and revised
and edited by Professor Muhammad Ali Chaudhry and Mr. Kanwar Idris. The first edition was
printed in 2003 by Islam International Publications LTD in UK by Raqeem Press, Tilford UK.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born in 1835 in Qadian (India), Hazrat Mirza Ghulam
Ahmadas, The Promised Messiah and Mahdi,
remained dedicated to the study of the Holy Qur’an
and to a life of prayer and devotion. Finding Islam the
target of foul attacks from all directions, the fortunes
of Muslims at a low ebb, faith yielding to doubt and
religion only skin-deep, he undertook vindication
and exposition of Islam. In his vast corpus of writings
(including his epoch-making ‘Brahin-e-Ahmadiyya’),
his lectures, discourses, religious debates etc., he
argued that Islam was a living faith and the only faith
by following which man could establish contact with
his Creator and enter into communion with Him.
He announced that God had appointed him the
Messiah and Mahdi as mentioned in the prophecies
of the Bible, the Holy Qur’an and Ahadith. In 1889
he began to accept initiation into his Community
which is now established in more than two hundred
countries. His more than eighty books are written
mostly in Urdu, but some are in Arabic and Persian.

and extensive efforts were made culminating in a
religious edict— fatwa— which declared me and my
Jama‘at to be outside the pale of Islam. This edict
was widely circulated in India, and, I regret to say,
that some Muslim clerics from this very town were
among the first to pronounce it. But as I can see,
and all of you stand witness, they are no longer
among us today, while Allah has granted me life and
enlarged my Jama‘at.’’
(Lecture Ludhiana, pp.1-2, Ruhani Khazain Vol. 20, p.249)

Since there was a large number of Muslims in
this meeting, the Promised Messiahas once again
explained the theory of the natural death of Jesus
Christ with the help of the Holy Qur’an and Sunnah.
The Promised Messiahas concluded the lecture with
the assertion:
‘‘The time has come that Islam will re-emerge with
pristine glory and I have come with this purpose…
I say with the full command of my belief that God
Almighty has decided to erase all other religions and
give full dominance to Islam overall other religions.’’

INTRODUCTION
Lecture Ludhiana is a lecture delivered by the Holy
Founder of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Jama’at, The
Promised Messiah and Mahdi, Hazrat Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad of Qadian (on whom be peace) on 4th of
November 1905, in Ludhiana - a town in Punjab,
India. The Promised Messiahas said:
‘‘When I was here 14 years ago, I had but a few
companions and my opponents were ever so
vocal in condemning me as a liar, non-believer and
Antichrist. In their eyes I was as one both damned and
accursed. They thought it was only a short matter of
time before my Jama‘at would stand rejected and,

(Lecture Ludhiana, p. 42, Ruhani Khaza’in, Vol. 20, p. 290)

This lecture is important for a number of reasons,
the chief being the presentation of the Ahmadiyya
viewpoint on true Islam, against the backdrop of
persistent disinformation spread by the Muslim
clerics and other vested interests. It analyses in detail
the hardship and opposition faced by the Promised
Messiahas, the divine promises revealed to him, and
the glorious fulfilment of these promises. It also
covers an entire spectrum of other topics ranging
from Jihad to the importance of prayer, and a
detailed analysis of the death and Second
Coming of Jesusas.

as a result, disintegrate to ultimately vanish without
a trace. To achieve this end, plots were hatched
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SPECIMENS OF WRITING
“The truth is that had this been a man-made

Love demands love for whatever the beloved

movement based upon falsehood, the weapon

does. The Holy Prophetsaw died, and, by courting

of the edict would have been more than enough

death, he demonstrated that this was the

for its obliteration. But since it was a Jama’at

tradition to be followed. Who would now wish

founded by the Almighty Himself, it could not

to live, or wish someone else to be still alive,

possibly be destroyed by the hostile attempts

after the Holy Prophetsaw has died? Love for the

of the enemy. As opposition to the Jama’at
gathered momentum, so did the respect and
honour which it commanded begin to be more
firmly established in people’s hearts.”
(Lecture Ludhiana, p.2)

Holy Prophetsaw simply demands that one should
lose oneself in total submission to him, exercise
complete control over one’s emotions and have
full awareness of one’s station as a part of the
Muslim nation. This being so, how can one claim
to love and be a follower of the Holy Prophetsaw

“Recall the time when I came here fourteen

if he accepts a superior status for Jesusas by

years ago. Whoever wished me to have even a

pronouncing him alive and the Holy Prophetsaw

single follower? The Muslim clerics and sufis, the

dead?”

venerable and the affluent, all wished death to
me and obliteration to this movement; they just
couldn’t stand it to flourish, but God, Who always
helps His chosen people and brings victory
to the righteous, also helped me. The result,
therefore, has been exactly the opposite of what

(Lecture Ludhiana, p.21-22)

“Since God had willed that our message should
spread all around, He caused us to be born in this
empire. We admire this government, just as the

my enemies had schemed and planned. He has

Holy Prophetsaw admired the rule of Noshirwan.

blessed me with success and drawn the attention

It is an admitted fact that since an appointee of

of people to me. They have come and are coming

God brings the message of justice and truth,

to me in large numbers, breaking the barriers of

these qualities appear on earth in anticipation,

opposition and overriding the obstacles that bar

as it were, even before God’s appointee makes

their way.”

his appearance. I can say with confidence, that

(Lecture Ludhiana, p.4)

the present government is far better than the
empire of Rome in the days of Jesusas.”

“To sum up, my heart is filled with gratitude for

(Lecture Ludhiana, p.28)

God Who has appointed me. He rescued me from
the storm of fierce opposition that raged against
me in this city, a storm that moved all the way
to Delhi. But, through God’s grace, I emerged
out of it safe and sound and triumphant. He has
brought me back to this city when more than
300,000 men and women have sworn allegiance
to me. Not a month goes by without another
2,000 to 4,000 or sometimes 5,000 people joining
the Jama’at.”
(Lecture Ludhiana, p.13)
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“In the end, I would like to reiterate that signs
which support me are not few and far between.
More than a hundred thousand people are still
alive to testify to these signs. Do not be hasty in
rejecting me, for you will be held accountable in
the hereafter. Remember, God is Ever Watchful;
He establishes the truth of the truthful and
falsehood of the false.”
(Lecture Ludhiana, p.71)

SAMPLE GLOSSARY:
GHAFFUR:
Most Forgiving (an Attribute of Allah Ta’ala)

SHARIAH:
Islamic Law

EIDGAH:
Where Eid prayers are performed

NOSHIRWAN:
An Iranian king who was very just

DURRE-E-MANTHUR:
The Scatterd Pearls: A book of Tafsir of the Holy
Qur’an written by Imam Jalal-ud-Din Al Suyuti

BRAHMU SAMAJISTS:
The followers of Brahmu Samaj which is the societal
component of Brahmoism, a monotheistic reformist
and renaissance movement of Hindu religion

“Lecture Ludhiana” is available to read online at: www.alislam.org
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Test your

Knowledge
1

Kids Spread
The life of Hazrat Nuhas

Hazrat Noah, or Nuhas was a prophet of God, was he a law-bearing prophet (did he bring a new law)
or a non-law-bearing prophet (did he follow the law of a previous prophet)?

Hazrat Nuhas was a law-bearing prophet. In other words, he brought a new Divine law to his people.

2

What did the chiefs who opposed and laughed at Hazrat Nuhas say about the people who started
following him?

The Chiefs of his people laughed at Hazrat Nuhas and said that his followers were not any of the prominent people
and that they had no status in society and so he would surely fail.

3

Hazrat Nuhas warned of a Great punishment that God Almighty would bring to those who rejected his
message for God. How did the disbelievers respond to this warning?

The disbelievers replied: ‘Certainly you have disputed with us long and indeed many a time. So now bring that with
which you have threatened us, if you are speaking the truth.’

4

Despite his efforts, his people would not accept his Divine message. Which of Hazrat Nuh’sas family
members rejected his message?

Hazrat Nuh’sas wife and sons rejected his message. This greatly saddened Hazrat Nuhas, but he still had great faith
in the truth of his mission.

5

Opposition against Hazrat Nuhas increased and eventually God Almighty decided to eliminate the
disbelievers by sending a great punishment. What commandment did he give Hazrat Nuhas?

God commanded Hazrat Nuhas to build an ark big enough to accommodate all of the believers, for the wrongdoers
were ‘surely going to be drowned.’

6

How did the disbelievers react when they saw Hazrat Nuhas building an Ark?
They ridiculed him and mocked him because at that time there was no sign of a flood coming. They asked

if he expected his ark to float on land.

7

When God’s command came, dark clouds filled the sky, rain began to fall and springs and fountains
burst with water. Who did God Almighty instruct Hazrat Nuhas to take on board the ark with him and

how many of each animal?
God instructed Hazrat Nuhas to load the ark with a pair of all the animals that would be needed; one male and one
female. He told him to bring all his family, except those against whom God’s judgement had already passed and
all his followers who had accepted his message.

8

When the flood came, the ark floated above the water and those who accepted the true message of
God were saved. What was the fate of those who rejected Hazrat Nuhas, including his wife and son?

Those who rejected Hazrat Nuhas were drowned in the flood, including his wife and son.

9

When God caused the rain to stop and the water to subside, how did Hazrat Nuhas determine whether
there was dry land anywhere?

Hazrat Nuhas released a raven to see if it would land anywhere on dry land. However, the raven could not find any
and it returned. Hazrat Nuhas tried this several times, with the same result. Eventually he sent out a dove. The dove
returned with an olive leaf in its mouth, signifying that it had found dry land. The olive leaf was a sign that God
Almighty had blessed Hazrat Nuhas and his people and their future generations.

Crossword:

Across:
3. What type of prophet was
Hazrat Nuhas? (Two words; 3,
7)
Down:

5. Which of his family

1. When God Almighty’s punishment started, rain began to fall in torrents.

members who had joined the

Water began to gush forth from the depths of the earth from _______ and

disbelievers did Hazrat Nuhas

fountains. (7)

see drifting in the swirling
water during the flood? (3)

2. What did the dove released by Hazrat Nuh bring back to the ark to
as

signify that dry land had emerged after the flood? (Two words; 5, 4)

6. What did the people at the
time of Hazrat Nuhas used to

4. What did God Almighty ask Hazrat Nuhas to build? (3)

worship? (5)

Crossword Answers:
Down: 1. Springs, 2. Olive leaf, 4. Ark; Across: 3. Law bearing, 5. Son, 6. Idols

Basic Arabic Language

Lesso ns fo r

Waaqifaat-e-Nau

Lesson 10

The definite Article: THE
The following exercise is in continuation of our previous lesson where we learned about the definite
article: THE.
You will use the examples from the previous lesson to complete the following exercise.
Write a suitable sentence under each of the following pictures on the lines provided using the
correct forms of ‘This is’ and ‘That is,’ as well as the correct forms of adjectives. An example has
been done for you.

This is a short giraffe and that is a tall giraffe

1. ____________________________________

This is a slow elephant and that is a fast ostrich

2. ____________________________________
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This is a long worm and that is short worm

3. ____________________________________

This is a fat lion and that is a thin lion

4. ____________________________________

This is a big butterfly and that is small butterfly

5. ____________________________________

This is an open door and that is a closed window

6. ____________________________________

This is an open lock and that is a long key

7. ____________________________________

This is a big box and that is a small box

8. ____________________________________
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I Give You My
Thanks
For the foods You give
For us to live
For the autumn beauty
I behold
I give You my thanks
For dreams you fulfil
For peace and hope
Abundant grace
You’ve bestowed
I give You my thanks
For refreshing rains
For sunny days
For magical mornings
For fields of hay
I give You my thanks
For seeds you grow
For the answered prayers
For all of these and so much more
I give You my thanks

By Fatima Eman, age 11
Purley, UK
Maryam
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Origami

Origami
Get creative with paper folding...

Origami from ori meaning “folding”, and kami meaning “paper” is the traditional
Japanese art of paper folding, which started in the 17th century AD at the
latest and was popularised outside of Japan in the mid-1900s. It has since
evolved into a modern art form. The goal of this art is to transform a flat
sheet of paper into a finished sculpture through folding and sculpting techniques.

TRADITIONAL ORIGAMI BUTTERFLY
Difficulty: Easy-Medium

This can be made with normal paper but you can
use coloured, printed or origami paper to make your
butterfly look even more attractive! Make one large one
or lots of small ones and turn it into a hanging mobile.
Put on antennas to make your butterfly look more
realistic. Whatever your choice, get creative and enjoy!

STEP ONE:
Start with a square piece of paper. Fold the paper in half
by folding the upper elft corner to the lower right corner.
Unfold it.

STEP TWO:
Fold in half again by folding the upper right corner to the
lower left. Unfold.

STEP THREE:
Fold in half again by folding the top half back. Unfold.

STEP FOUR:
With your finger, push down on the middle so that it pops in.
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STEP 5:
Bring the left and right creases together to form this triangle.

STEP 6:

STEP 7:

Fold the left corner of the top
layer to the top corner of the
triangle.

Fold the right corner to the
top corner.

STEP 8:

Turn over. Fold the bottom part of the
triangle up with a portion of the top
corner showing, like in the picture.

STEP 9:

STEP 15:
Turn over. Fold the other
wing in the same way.

STEP 16:

Open the wings and you
have a beautiful butterfly!

Turn over. Pull down the left
flap of the triangle and the
side will be forced to bend
in. Fold and flatten the side
down.

STEP 14:
Diagonally fold the wing.

Email us your beautiful origami butterfly
pictures at:

waqfenaumagazine@gmail.com

STEP 10:

Like before, pull down the
right flap and fold in the side.

The best ones will InshAllah
be published in the next
issue!

STEP 13:

Mountain fold in half. In other words,
fold the left side under the right side.
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STEP 12:

Fold a good portion of the
triangle back up, but leave
some parts folded down.

STEP 1 1:

Turn over.
Fold down the top triangle.

Thanks to Allah
Fareeha Ahmad, age 9, Oshkosh USA

I have clo T hes to wear
Allah gives me s H elter
I am an A hmadi Muslim
I have pare N ts who take care of me
I have boo K s and education
I have a family that love S me - ALHAMD-O-LILAH
Allah sent me T o an Ahmadi home
Allah keeps my family t O gether - ALHAMD-O-LILAH
There is so much to be th A nkful for
Like mi L k and cookies to enjoy
Like a trampo L ine to jump on
Like my pr A yers He answers
Like He keeps me H ealthy

ALHAMD-O-LILAH, ALHAMD-OLILAH
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Report by: Atiyya Wasee and Asia Mahmood Samar
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By Rakhshanda Abbasi
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